Allow researchers to annotate one other’s work
DEMO
Looks impressive, but...
Behind the scenes

- Not using the data's URL
  - //SAH//2002.0//number:421,moveto//1//-425//-90//-8
- Communicating with the sidebar
- Modified Jmol
- Browser Security
Browser Security

- Javascript and Java heavily affected
  - Nothing across domains
  - Nothing across frames
  - So how can we pull information from several hosts?
    - Journal Databases, Annotea, FOAF profiles…

- Standalone applications vs Browser
Future Work
Modernize Annotea

- Catch up to current use patterns
  - Blogs, trackback, feeds, re-use…?
  - The CMM daily notebooks
  - Identity & FOAF
  - Usable URLs
Integrate into Vannotea